E ASY H I G H B AC K

A DIRECT HEALTHCARE GROUP COMPANY

EASY HighBack
EASY™ in the high-back version (HB) is a development of the conventional concept using the back strap/
neck support already available. This hygiene chair is fitted with a high, padded, water-repellent back complete
with neck support (available in two versions). The high backrest provides soft yet stable support and its lower
section is fitted with a pliant lumbar support for additional comfort. EASY™ HB is designed with telescoping
pillars to create as much space and flexibility as possible for care personnel in the performance of their work.
EASY™ is available with our new, soft Comfort seat with an opening at the rear for a more natural, hygienic
working method.
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Easy control
Electrical height
adjustment is via
hardwired controller
with a high ingress
protection rating
(IP65) for excellent
safety.

Integrated neck rest
The integrated height-adjustable neck rest
is available in two sizes, M and L.

High, upholstered backrest
The high backrest provides soft yet
stable support. It is easy to clean and
can be replaced as necessary.

Lockable armrests
The armrests can be flipped
up or locked in their lower
position. This is for safety
when the chair is tilted.

Tilt function
EASY can be inclined 5 degrees forward and
30 degrees backward. This makes it easy to
use when sitting down, getting up, and for
personal hygiene. The tilt function also improves
the working environment and reduces strain on
employees.

Pliant lumbar support
The lower section of the
backrest is fitted with a pliant
lumbar support for additional
comfort.

Pillars
The telescoping aluminium
pillars have an open design
that allows water and dirt to
simply run through.

Integrated seat with opening to the rear
(Accessory)
The seat’s ergonomic design and flexible
structure provide the best possible comfort the
user, while the opening to the rear provides
the carer with a natural, more hygienic working
method.
Swing-away, detachable
footrests
Flip-up, swing-away,
detachable footrests with a
heel restraint to prevent the
patient’s foot from sliding off
in the tilt position are fitted
as standard.

Lockable castors
All castors are lockable
except the directionally
lockable castor.

Directionally locking castor
The right front caster is
lockable for easy manoeuvrability.

Technical specifications
Part No.

Product

Width, external

Max user weight

Seat height Width between armrests

Seat depth

56-271

EASY HB

65cm

150kg

53-93cm

49cm

45cm

56-271/LOW

EASY HB Low

68cm

150kg

50-81cm

49cm

45cm

Examples of possible parts combinations are shown below.
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